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Abstract  

According to the application development computer in human life and increasing use of structured electronic documents and 

advantages of using them, the need to convert paper documents into their electronic format and use of image processing has 

been increased. Among researches that have been done in this field, we can point to the identification of the words in texts 

that comprehensive researches have been done in different languages such as : English, Japanese and Chinese. However, in 

Persian and Arabic languages, due to the complexity of these languages such as letters interconnection and various forms for 

letters according to their position in word, it is still need to research in this field. Segmentation is one of the most important 

steps in letter recognition system that it accuracy and speed is very important. Segmentation of Persian texts is the hardest 

since the specification of this language. In this study, we try to present a fast and efficient algorithm than same algorithms for 

segmentation of Persian documents with that help of connected components and clustering, we pay to identification and 

grouping of text and image areas. The users of this project are typical and we can use it as preprocessing steps of Optical 

Character Recognition systems. This research has been done on a collection of 100 scanned images of Persian newspapers 

and magazines with 300 dpi clarification and also it shows the simulation results with accuracy rate of %92.3 and significant 

speed than other approaches such as Voronoi Diagram. 
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Introduction  

With development of computer application in all aspects of life 

providing ideas without paper and increasing growth of 

electronic documents utilization for saving, marketing and their 

better and faster processing have been caused many researches 

in identification and digitization of paper texts. Converting text 

image to text file is done by OCR system. Persian text 

segmentation is preprocessing step for converting text images to 

text files. First, in segmentation, text regions of an image are 

identified and in next step, the words of segmented regions 

convert to discrete characters and in last step, the characters are 

identified by an OCR Persian system. Accuracy in text 

segmentation causes that recognition steps are done better and 

faster. 
 

Text segmentation is implemented by the up to down, down to 

up, synthetic and textural methods and it is still, one of the 

important researches in field of image processing and pattern 

recognition. The aim of this research is to provide a new and 

efficient method in Persian text segmentation. In the following, 

we review done tasks in segmentation and after presenting our 

algorithm, we compare our result with Voronoi Diagram. 

 

A Review of done works: Some of the approaches of page 

segmentation or page analysis have been published in texts
1,2

. 

Some the approaches in image of a document consider the 

homogeneous regions (such as text, image and painting) as a 

region of the texture, then page segmentation is implemented 

with finding textural regions in gray images. Representative of 

this approach is the approach Jain and et al
3,4,5

. Some of the 

approaches of page segmentation act on background pixels 

processing by using white space to recognize homogeneous 

regions in an image
6-10

.  

 

These techniques are methods including :x-y tree
11,12,8

, curve 

based on pixel layout
13

, curve based on the layout of connected 

components
16

 and  trace of white space
10

. 

 

These approaches work by up to down
14,15,16

 and down to up 

methods and also some of the techniques work by a combination 

of two above methods
17,18

.  In Dakstran method
19

, by using 

clustering K-Nearest Neighbor, groups the characters in to text 

lines and text blocks.  In done work on identifying Persian 

language by Parhami and Tereghi
20

, word segmentation to 

characters is done as below.  First, input image is scrolling 

column by column.  If a column of a segment only has black 

pixels and its size be close to font size.  Then, we will have a 

potential segmentation column.  So, a sequence of connection 

points obtained on Persian literature baseline.  Their proposed 

technique uses a baseline that is an important property for 
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Persian and Arabic texts. In fact, where the thickness of baseline 

changes from its normal value, there will be the Junction point. 

Zang and et al
21

 presented a technique that not only was based 

on structural characteristics between background and characters, 

but also, it was separated based on Arabic character properties. 

This technique whether a subword is just containing a character 

or not.  Then it uses vertical histogram and carrying multiple 

rules for reaching to segmentation points. Yeen and et al
22

 paid 

to separating the text line in Chinese handwritten documents. 

They used a text that had curvature and low distance between 

the lines and finally, line segmentation algorithm was presented 

based on clustering and same paragraph. 

 

Hessan Al Ahmad and et al
23

 showed a method of Arabic 

handwritten segmentation based on neural networks. Romeo 

parker and et al
24

 published two methods that segmented 

continuous handwritten texts into characters. They segmented 

Arabic handwritten texts and continuous Latin texts of rows 

angle.  They used the applied methods in Horizontal and vertical 

radiation and freeman chain code of laws. Rastegarpour and 

Shanbehzadeh (2007)
25

 worked on segmentation of handwritten 

Persian digits in check. They used the improved algorithm 

(Vertical Radiation Curve) for segmentation of each row to 

words and sub words and used it for finding segmentation point 

and place of overlap and stick. Due to the limited numbers, they 

could perform the identification step with a collected database. 

Some worked by finding baseline method. Base line is a 

horizontal line that one line of a text locates on it, and its width 

is equal to font size and covers the maximum number of black 

pixels of that line text. 

 

Pichoetez and et al
26

 presented a method in that first, baseline 

was obtained as pieces of curves. Then, by using the best linear 

fit, baseline was estimated. In another method, by finding 

exertion center of connected components and using linear fit 

among these centers, this line is estimated. Hashemi and et al
27

 

first scrolled, the outer curve of the word for identifying Persian 

text and segmenting the nonbinding are raised characters and for 

most characters, they used moving window approach. 

 

Text segmentation algorithm on Voronoi Diagram was proposed 

by Kise and et al
28

 and it is considered an up-down algorithm.  

In first step, this algorithm extracts sample point for the borders 

of connected components by using sampling rate. Then, by 

using maximum threshold of noise region size, noise 

elimination is done. 

 

After that, Voronoi diagram will be made by using obtained 

point form connected component’s border. Voronoi edges 

passes from the middle of connected components. Finally, waste 

Voronoi edges are eliminated for obtaining the borders of 

document components. If, one edge has one of the their 

criterions, it considers as waste. The output of algorithm is 

including the regions that have been formed optionally by 

veronoi edges. 

Azmi and Kabir
29

 presented an algorithm for segmentation of 

Persian text with every fonts. They used conditional labeling 

rules and worked on upper contour instead of high vertical 

incision below the word. After pre processing step and 

identification of global baseline, we pay to contour survey. We 

recognize the segmentation point according to the grammar and 

correct them in post processing step. In order to find the font 

size, a text line is scanned column by column. The size of block 

pixels in these column that have the highest frequency, are 

considered as the font size.  Motoa and et al
30

 proposed an 

algorithm for segmentation of Arabic words to characters. They 

used mathematical morphological techniques. Safabakhsh and 

Adibi
31

 applied a new technique for nastaliq style except finding 

local minimum of high contour technique. Boromandnia and 

Shanbehzadeh worked on segmentation of Persian text and a 

new wavelet transform has been applied in their proposed 

algorithm and extracted wavelet coefficients are used in 

identification of emphasizes horizontal edges. Irradiation of 

horizontal edges and their position on the baseline, provides 

segmentation points. 

 

Proposed Method 

The main goal of this article is to implement the segmentation 

phase in optical detection system that pays to identify and 

category text regions in images which has application in text 

steps of OCR. The base of this article is the utilization of 

analytical method and down to up segmentation for things 

classification in scanned images of Persian texts that as a result, 

text and image regions are identified. The inputs are scanned 

text images with proper quality. Processing is done on binary 

images and if the input image is colorful, it will convert to gray 

image and then binary image by finding a threshold. Design 

innovation is in identification and classification of text Persian 

texts indifferent points of image by clustering and connected 

components techniques.  

 

The proposed method is resistant against noise and curvature 

than obvious methods and also it has improved the speed and 

accuracy of present algorithms. 

 

Description of proposed steps 

Preprocessing step: In most identification character methods, 

preprocessing is done. In this step, for working on image of a 

text in computer, we should enter it on computer and clear. 

Preprocessing operation includes image scan, binary 

optimization, noise elimination and curvature correction. In fact, 

in this steps input image clears by image processing techniques 

and gets ready for segmentation steps. 

 

Image Readying: In this step, paper documents are scanned by 

scanner with 300dpi clarity and entered on computer. Produced 

numbers information on computer are saved in matrix by 

scanners in that each component shows the brightness of the 

corresponding point in image. Matrix size depends on document 
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image size, clarity degree of scanner (dpi) and dept (the 

numbers of gray or colored levels). 

 

Binary optimization of image: In order to decrease the 

memory consumption and corresponding processing time, it’s 

better to encode the pixels as 0,1 and black and white images 

are processed instead of gray and colored images. Mean while, 

the process of converting gray scale image or colored image to 

white or black image is called binary optimization or 

thresholding because the obtained image is that image which its 

corresponding matrix is only binary number 0 and 1. A binary 

image is as black and white, and include all the necessary 

information according to numbers, position and object’s shape.  

 

So, it is containing lower volume information than gray and 

colored image because in obtained binary image, unnecessary 

information related to background is eliminated and just data, 

necessary information related to background and main image 

are method for binary optimization of image is such that first, a 

threshold value is chosen by a method and then for all the image 

pixels with brightness lower than threshold value, amount and 

for all pixels with brightness more than threshold value, a mount 

is considered. Global threshold value, with regardless of input 

image class, is a value in [0, 1]. 

 

Correction of image curvature: Estimation of inclination 

angle and image correction of a document page is an important 

principle for analyzing the text and optical character 

identification many methods have been presented in digital texts 

and images for curvature correction and for more study, you can 

refer to references. Some of these methods are working on 

pixels’ level, finding baseline, connected components’ level, 

nearest neighbor and so on. 

 

Noise elimination: All the image acquisition processes result in 

different kinds of noise mean while, there is no ideal way for the 

absence of noise. Noise is predictable and is exactly measurable 

by a noisy image. Two kinds of noise have been defined: signal-

independent noise and signal-dependent noise. Signal-

independent noise adds a random set of gray level to image 

pixels and it is statistically independent of image data. In signal-

dependent noise, each value of a point in image is a function of 

gray levels. 

 

When the text is on a checkered page, with scanning the main 

page, a page is produced that structural or alternative noise is 

distributed in it. In these cases, Fourier transform has 

application and used for determining the peak frequency. Noise 

is related to one of the peak and we can virtually eliminate noise 

by elimination of these values from frequency domain and 

convert the image to a systematic image. 

 

Finding the connected components step and drwing a 
surrounded rectangles: finding and marking tag of image 

connected components. In this article, we are seeking for 

different regions in scanned images. These images are 

containing many objects such as text, image, table and soon. We 

should find the connected components of the image. The 

algorithm of connected component’s marking tag categorize all 

the connected components of an image based on clustering 

technique and criterion of proximity and neighboring. If two 

groups were neighbor with each other(had a neighbor pixel), 

they will be merged with each other and in first, all the clusters 

are single pixel and all the present points in a same , receive a 

same tag. 

 

The analysis of connected components: Extraction of 

connected components in a binary image is an important and 

necessary task for many of image analysis applications. The 

most time-consuming in our segmentation algorithm and other 

same algorithm is related to clustering and marking tag of 

connected components because in this step, individual image 

pixels should be surveyed and processed
32

. After identification 

of foreground from background, all the pixels that are connected 

with each other and aren’t connected with other pixels are 

identified categorized and marked as the connected components 

(figure 1). Pixel’s numbers and tags of a component  are saved 

in array matrix of that image and in corresponding elements of 

each pixel: Then, the algorithm of each component is showed by 

a pixel that is in its exertion center. 

 
Figure-1 

Marking tag of connected component’s pixels 

 

According to the approach of connected components analysis, 

we can categorize the pixels of image to connected components 

and then convert and merger the connected components to 

surrounded rectangles and surrounded rectangles to graphic text 

lines and graphic text lines to region blocks.  

 

In next section, we explain more details of this analysis by the 

help of surrounded rectangle. Drawing surrounded rectangle for 

each connected component by finding three important 

parameters of a connected component, we can obtain its 

surrounded rectangle. In connected component of figure 2, we 

obtain the coordinate of the points (x, y), H, W for each 

component. H is the transverse distance of its last point and W 

is longitudinal distance of its last point. We obtain the 

surrounded rectangle of this section by drawing lines between 

the points A,B,C,D. 
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Figure-2 

Drawn surrounded rectangle for a connected component 

 

C={ ci } is a set of connected components. The surrounded 

rectangle of each connected component, ci, is identified by the 

coordination of highest point in left and lowest point in right. 

Two points with coordination  ))(),(()),(),((( ililiuiu CYCXCYCX are 

somehow that there are  )()( iliu CXCX <  and )()( iliu CYCY <

15
. 

 

Merge  step: Some of the surrounded boxes and connected 

component are inside each other. In these cases, if these 

components were in text, they would related to a word or binary 

words and if they were in tables or images, they will be a retail  

of larger table or image.  

 

Therefore, we merge and categorize them with each other to 

make the output better for next identification step for this task, 

we use the ideas and techniques of clustering. First we consider 

each component with an independent cluster and with a new 

criterion, we merge the distance between surrounded boxes of 

each component and make a new component with a new 

surrounded box. 

 

The distance of surrounded boxes and horizontal overlap: 

The definition of distance between two surrounded boxes for 

classification and clustering is defined by Simon
33

. The distance 

between two connected component Ci , jC or two objects Oi , Oj 

is stated as the distance between their surrounded boxes. We 

define a typical object Oi, that can be the connected component 

of the Ci. In left and up points and right down points, 

surrounded box of this component is 

as ))(),(()),(),((( ililiuiu OYOXOYOX . Coordination of X, Y points of this 

surrounded box is as )()( iliu OXOX < and )()( iliu OYOY < . Width is 

defined as ul XXW −=

 
and height is defiend as ul YYH −= that 

they are as the vertical size and horizontal sizes of an object, 

respectively. 

 

Now, according to figure 3, we define the vertical and 

horizontal distance between two objects base on rules 1 and 2: 

)](),(min[)](),(max[),( jliljuiujix OXOXOXOXOOD −=                   (1) 

 
)](),(min[)](),(max[),( jliljuiujiy OYOYOYOYOOD −=

                         (2) 

 

We can understand that if 0),( <jix OOD , then object Oi and Oj 

have overlap horizontally and in the same way, we can define 

vertical overlap. 

 
Figure-3 

Horizontal and vertical distance of a surrounding box 

 

Horizontal merge of components: After finding horizontal 

distance between surrounding boxes, two connected 

components are categorized with other if they have overlap or 

),( jix CCD is lower than 
dT . 

dT is a parameter that typical 

distance of words in a text and image is estimated based on it. In 

fact, for horizontal merging in a connected components set of 

C={Ci}, we state that both connected components Ci and 
jC  

have overlap in a near horizontal distance of Td if : 

djix TCCD <),(
                (3) 

 

If both connected components Ci and 
jC  are applies in equation 

3, then, Ci and 
jC  are merged with each other and in a new 

cluster, the highest left points (u) and the lowest right points (l) 

are calculated as bellow: 

)](),(max[,)](),(min[ jlilljuiuu cXcXXcXcXX ==

            (4) 

 

)](),(max[,)](),(min[ jlilljuiuu cYcYYcYcYY ==

        (5) 

 

For merging, surrounded boxes of connected components are 

saved in a linked list. So, each element of linked list includes the 

coordination of a surrounded box. Then, surrounded boxes that 

should be merged, are eliminates form linked list and after new 

coordination calculation for new surrounded box by rules 4 and 

5, the surrounded box of new component is written in linked 

list. 

 

Vertical merger of surrounded boxes: After finding vertical 

distance between surrounded boxes of two connected 

components, they are categorized with each other if they have 

overlap or ),( jiy bbD is lower than 
bT .

bT is a parameter that 

distance of text lines in image is estimated based on it. In fact, 

for vertical merge, some of surrounded boxes of B{bi} are 

categorized. For a set of given surrounded boxes of B={bi}, we 

state that 
ib ,

 jb have overlap in a near vertical distance if: 
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bjiy TbbD <),(
                                                        (6)

 

 

If both surrounded boxes 
ib ,

jb are applied in equation 6, then 

ib ,
 jb are merged with each other and in new cluster, new 

coordinations of highest left points(u) and lowest right points(l) 

are calculated as below: 

)](),(max[,)](),(min[ jlilljuiuu bXbXXbXbXX ==

            (7) 
)](),(max[,)](),(min[ jlilljuiuu bYbYYbYbYY ==

          (8) 

 

For merging, surrounded boxes of B={bj} are saved in a linked 

list. So, each element of linked list includes the coordination of 

a surrounded box. If T shows the linked list, surrounded boxes 

of B={bj} are merged with each other. The result of algorithm’s 

output of merging connected components has been showed in 

figures 4 and 5. 

 

 
Figure-4 

Surrounded rectangles of connected component in an input 

image 

 

 
Figure-5 

The output of merging surrounded rectangles and connected 

components 

 

In figures 7,6, the applied results on a newspaper image have 

been shown. 

 
Figure-6 

The output of connected component’s algorithm and 

clustering 

 

 
Figure-7 

The output of proposed algorithm 
 

The comparison of applied clustering techniques 

with some clustering techniques 

First, applied techniques consider all the pixels and components 

as a single- element clusters and then emerge them so far as is 

necessary and it is like compressed technique. And also since, it 

regards to the distance between components, it is similar to 

single link clustering method. Innovative clustering method for 

this application, merges two components (with comparison of 

their surrounded boxes’ distance) if they were close and gains 

the coordination of new surrounded box based on presented 

rules. So ,we can see that the calculation for obtaining the 

distance between components and their merged surrounded 

boxes’ coordination is not much. As a result, for text 

segmentation, this clustering method is proper due to its low 

calculations. In single link clustering method, with many initial 

clusters, after merging two clusters, it needs more calculations 

for obtaining new distance of clusters with new merged clusters 

because the number of groups is high. However, in Text 

segmentation we deal with many pixels and initial same 

paragraph components. 

 

In Single link method, we should look for the nearest distance 

for identifying the distance between clusters in order to obtain 

the distance between two clusters. This operation needs more 

time due to many pixels of a component. Calculations became 

very much for finding distances
34,35

. 
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However, in applied method of this algorithm, the elements of 

each cluster are near each there and in a surrounded rectangle 

and for calculating the distance between two cluster, it is only 

enough to obtain the distance between their surrounded boxes 

and it won’t need to  calculate the distance between internal 

elements of clusters. Here, the similarity between clusters is 

equal to the distance between two surrounded box and if this is 

lower than zero or is a certain amount, we put them in a new 

cluster. Also, in this method, it dose not need to calculate and 

update the distance of each cluster with all clusters for 

clustering but also, the calculation of each cluster distance from 

clusters around it is enough. In complete link clustering method, 

the criterion of cluster’s similarity is the distance between the 

farthest elements of two clusters. That the criterion of farthest 

neighbor is not proper for finding connected components and 

their merging in our method
36-39

. 

 

Experimental Results and Evaluation of 

Performance and its efficient 

Proposed segmentation algorithm was tested after 

implementation on 100 images of Persian and local newspapers 

and magazines with 300dpi clarity. The tested images were 

containing text and image quantitative evaluation of this 

algorithm’s performance on 100 images has been given in table 

1. 

 

So, accuracy rate of proposed algorithm is suitable for Persian 

text segmentation and comparison with other algorithms, it has 

better results. This algorithm has been implemented and tested 

in Matlab 7.10, Xps Dell system with characteristics cpu: 2.4 

GHZ, RAM:512 MB  consumed time for recognizing and 

marking tag of connected components of each image is average 

1.7 seconds and for finding surrounded boxes and their merger, 

it was 0.32 seconds. As a result, total average consumed time 

was 2.02 second for proposed segmentation method in tested 

image that it was lower than same algorithms. We have 

compared the page segmentation algorithm with Voronoi 

Diagram algorithm and proposed segmentation algorithm of 

connected components for 100 scanned images of Persian 

magazines and the result of comparison have been given in 

tables 2 and 3. 

 

Conclusion 

Implementation of post processing step: in the end of work, we 

can survey proper methods such as strong database and 

accuracy of identification operation in words and eliminate the 

probable problems. Using the segmentation method with 

identification : if it performs with identification segmentation 

and segments again, if it is not true, we can increase accuracy to 

100. Standardization and expansion of databases: word 

databases have not been completed in Persian language yet, and 

with improving and complementation of these databases, we can 

use it in all identification steps. 

 

Using and expansion of this method for English handwritten 

texts : this method can be developed for English and Persian 

handwritten texts. 

 

The speed of finding step and marking tag of same paragraph 

comment, in page text segmentation phase, needs the most time. 

However, new algorithms including what we used, decreased 

this time, if we can decrease the time of this step, segmentation 

time will be reduced to half and will have a suitable effect on 

OCR systems. 

 

Table-3 

The comparison of average time of implementation 

measured in second in voronoi segmentation algorithm and 

proposed method 

Without  

curvature 

With 

curvature 

Image condition 

Segmentation method 

3.5 3.6 Voronoi segmentation 

2.02 2.12 Proposed algorithm 
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